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Mutant Chronicles, created by Target Games, now Paradox Entertainment was one of the bigger names in gaming in
the 's with the Doom Trooper collectible card game translated in to 16 languages, three boardgames, a SNES and Mega
DriveDoom Trooper video game, the massive Warzone miniatures game and the Mutant Chronicles 1st and 2nd Edition
roleplaying games with more recently a Hollywood.

Cthulhu Kickstarter and award winning game designer Jay Little. You can still join the Kickstarter! Click on
this link to benefit from all the great deals. Join in while you can! A second wave of shipments will deliver the
final books by Dec You can expect the usual high quality production values that Modiphius is known for just
check out the comments from backers of the Achtung! Awesome new art will reveal never before seen parts of
the Mutant Chronicles universe alongside the existing fantastic images by Paul Bonner, Peter Bergting and
Paolo Parente. Check out more content outlines on this page. Dark Symmetry Core Book: A d20 based
cinematic system with 8 attributes that is fast and furious. The future history that led to the exodus from Earth,
a timeline leading up to the first outbreak of the Dark Symmetry, the first Corporate War, the rise of the
Brotherhood, the Dark Legion invasion and through years of stagnation to the Second Corporate War and
return of the Dark Legion. Plots, adventure seeds, GM advice and plot secrets Now you can join the assault on
the citadel in the first great war with the Dark Legion, hunt down Heretics or go on the fateful mission to Pluto
or even Nero! Replaces the Algeroth and Ilian Guide books - however all the Apostles will be more heavily
represented in the core book. More tactics, creatures, equipment, ships and plot seeds. Dark Eden Dark Eden
turns the focus of the setting, storyline and plot to Earth. Learn about the many tribes that have made the
mutated irradiated old Earth their own; Whitestar, The Sons of Rasputin, The Templars, Crescentia, The
Lutherian Triad Massive storyline that unfolds through a apocalyptic series of events across the solar system.
Vast battles, deep rooted conspiracies, ancient hatreds and a major reveal of the Mutant Chronicles storyline.
More detailed lifepath generation based on each Corporation or Faction with new careers and roles.
Geographical Guide to one of the worlds or regions of the Solar System with planetary maps and local
information. New guides covering Luna, Freelancers, Mutants, Cartel and more! Three campaign are planned
set in each of the three main eras: Dark Symmetry will take introduce characters as lowly freelancers and Luna
Police Department cops investigating the first outbreaks of the Dark Symmetry through the rise of the cult and
on through the great events of the Corporate and Dark Legion wars up to the final assault on the citadel. It
leads up to a very cool surprise! The Dark Eden campaign will gear the plot up to apocalyptic proportions
through a series of major events across the Solar System as well as focusing heavily on the Tribes, vast
mutated creatures and irradiated wastelands of old Earth. Supporting our Kickstarter is easy! Just follow these
steps: Visit our store to choose from popular pledges if you prefer to use Paypal. Check out some of the
revealed artwork here Read about the expected Core Book and Guide book content here. Watch our video for
examples of the stunning art from the world or check out the art here and here The Mutant Chronicles story
took you on this full throttle dieselpunk sci-fi ride through a solar system beset by corporate intrigue and the
invasion of a terrible dark alien force. With technology failing due to the insidious effects of the Dark
Symmetry humankind must fight back against the Dark Legion hordes whilst dealing with in-fighting and
conspiracy from within. The Solar System is a roaring mayhem of death and war. The surfaces of the inner
planets have been swept clean by the violent onslaught of the dark legions storming hordes of Nepharites,
Razides, Pretorian Stalkers and Undead Legionaries. In the enormous cities of the far and distant future,
heretics devoted to the destruction of humankind stalk the dark backstreets and gloomy alleys spreading their
teachings of greed, jealously and war [From the 2nd Edition Back Cover] In the late 21st century a growing
madness of plagues, wars, terrorism and environmental collapse led to the rushed terraforming of the colonies
by the major corporations, an exodus from Earth and the final cataclysmic nuclear war. It takes hundreds of
years to re-establish life as we know it on the inner worlds of our solar system. Imperial, Capitol, Bauhaus and
Mishima now rule from their homes in the steaming jungles of Venus, the caverns of Mercury, the deserts of
Mars and the many orbitals and asteroid homes of the solar system. Luna City is a vast neutral sprawl, many
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hundreds of years old, built up and over the first colony and mines. As technology fails and even fights back ,
mankind is beset with conspiracy and corporate intrigue from within. They were defeated long ago, they will
not be defeated this time We filled in the gaps in the original storyline, expanded the backstory and plotted
secret events that will carry your adventures through a years of future history. Now you can play during the
early days of the Dark Symmetry with investigations of foul cults and technology turning on mankind, through
to the brutal Corporate Wars and then fight the Dark Legion as they pour forth from their citadels across the
colonies. Find out more about the design process, interviews with the team, and Fred Malmberg of Paradox
Entertainment on our Inside Mutant Chronicles page If we unlock hardcover and or full colour versions of the
books, your pledge or Add On is automatically upgraded for free! You can see details of other Pledges in the
right hand column. Check shipping using the Pledge Calculator. We confirm what you want in a survey after
the Kickstarter. You will have about weeks to add to your pledge or change it. To work out your shipping is
easy - see the Shipping section below. Dark Symmetry Campaign is now a full colour soft back! Dark Legion
Campaign is now a full colour soft back! Check out the T-Shirt Designs Options on this page! You can choose
any of the logos on any of the designs shown! Yes that is an Achtung! Cthulhu d10 in the Dice Collector set:
These are mini versions of the limited edition Medallion seen above - with the Cardinals Crown main design
on one side and the Dark Legion design on the reverse, so they could also double as Dark Symmetry points. If
you just want Achtung! More will be added soon! Shipments will be sent from the UK. Tracked and faster
Courier shipping options will be available later on. The Dark Symmetry Core book, as many of the other
books that are ready and all the miniatures and accessories will be shipped in Wave 1.
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2: Mutant Chronicles RPG Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Mutant Chronicles is a pen-and-paper role-playing game set in a post-apocalyptic world, originally published in It has
spawned a franchise of collectible card games, miniature wargames, video games, novels, comic books, and a film of
the same title based on the game world.

Not included in the set. You can buy extra copies of him: Read about it on Boardgamegeek. Check out the
video of what this bag looks like here. The Mutant Chronicles story took you on this full throttle dieselpunk
sci-fi ride through a solar system beset by corporate intrigue and the invasion of a terrible dark alien force.
With technology failing due to the insidious effects of the Dark Symmetry humankind must fight back against
the Dark Legion hordes whilst dealing with in-fighting and conspiracy from within. The Solar System is a
roaring mayhem of death and war. The surfaces of the inner planets have been swept clean by the violent
onslaught of the dark legions storming hordes of Nepharites, Razides, Pretorian Stalkers and Undead
Legionaries. In the enormous cities of the far and distant future, heretics devoted to the destruction of
humankind stalk the dark backstreets and gloomy alleys spreading their teachings of greed, jealously and war!
The Siege of the Citadel takes place during one of the great wars against the Dark Legion as humanity musters
the greatest army ever under Cardinal Durand and the DoomTroopers of the Cartel. Siege of the Citadel was
one of the first games to use co-operative play, a rotating Dark Legion player, plastic character boards and
track character progression between games. Bauhaus, Imperial, Capitol, Mishima or Cybertronic. As the team
progress they get to roll better quality Attack Dice for things like Attacks and other new actions. Players select
one of five factions each with a unique Faction ability with two figures representing a team. Four players will
co-operative on the mission, whilst the fifth player takes their turn playing the Dark Legion forces arrayed
against them. In the next mission, another player takes over the Dark Legion and so on. Characters have 5
wounds, but their team shares Promotional Points which are now tracked in units of 10 and through Rank
cards which are changed as the heroes increase in experience. Teams have secret Secondary Missions which
can often be at odds with the rest of the teams in the game, and special DoomTrooper cards give momentary
boosts or tactical advantages. As players take it in turns to play the Dark Legion they get to control the vast
Citadel of Alakhai, its defences and the terrifying creatures ready to do battle with humankind. Each turn they
will summon reinforcements, play Event cards to further challenge the DoomTroopers and try to defeat their
friends with forces of the Dark Legion. In a cruel twist, if the Dark Legion player does well at this role, his
DoomTrooper team will benefit from a boost of experience next time they play! We also have a Chinese depot
now and and prices have been updated for this region. You will pay the final balance only when we are ready
to ship. Year Zero, Kult, and many more. Modiphius are overseeing the development of Siege of the Citadel,
and managing the production process. Nils Gulliksson - the original art director on the Mutant Chronicles and
Siege of the Citadel has been overseeing the cover art by Stefan Kopinsky Mischa Thomas - the art director
and line manager for the Mutant Chronicles Roleplaying game has been commissioning all new art for the
card decks, counters and tiles previews may show existing artwork until replaced. Journeys in the Dark,
Arkham Horror and Android amongst many others. Jay Little - Jay is the designer of the X: Risks and
challenges Producing a massive boxed miniatures game is a big undertaking. Cabinet Entertainment is run by
Fred Malmberg who founded Target Games and has extensive experience in producing boxed games with
miniatures, whilst the Modiphius team has experience of producing the high quality Thunderbirds
Co-Operative game and Airfix Battles Introductory Wargame along with several successful roleplaying
kickstarters. Even with all our experience things can go wrong in the process. Production and design errors can
delay the schedule, so we have built in an extra long lead time for the development of the game. Modiphius
has experience of running 5 Kickstarters and is used to the unpredictable delays that can happen. Modiphius
has been instrumental in rebooting the Mutant Chronicles storyline and is intimately involved in the artwork
and design of the universe, as a result approvals are very fast and we do not expect delays there. With such a
complex design and production process its normal to have production problems but with our combined
experience we believe we can manage this and deliver you this fantastic game. Questions about this project?
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Mutant Chronicles uses Modiphius' proprietary 2d20 system, also to be seen in other games like the Infinity RPG and
the Conan RPG. It is a roll-under mechanic utilising 2d20s as well as six-siders (where things happen only in rolls of 1, 2
and 6).

Chris B July 04, 9: Robert L July 05, 6: Chris B July 05, 6: Scott N January 20, 4: Chris B January 20, 5: I
recently saw a copy on the book for sale,which I also got but remembered I have a coupon. Nathan D January
28, 5: Chris B January 28, 5: Edwin G January 30, 6: Thanks for the prompt reply! Submitted for a voucher
just a few minutes ago. Chris B September 25, 1: Abraham Z March 31, 7: But yeah, knowing Modiphius, the
future Cartel supplement is going to be amazing, expanding on what is already available. Eric R September
10, 7: Curious as to how the miniatures will come into play. I still kick myself from a collectors standpoint of
not picking up the Bauhaus Tank model when it came out. Edwin G September 04, 2: It was explained very
well upon purchase of the PDF. Frank F September 03, As this is an essential function for preparing gaming
sessions, not allowing this feature reduces the usability of the PDF version. Could you please alter the security
settings in the PDFs to allow creating user-defined bookmarks? Chris B September 03, This is a very
commendable customer service. Chris B September 05, 2: Frank F September 05, 5: Manage Pages and
Bookmarks: This is a setting made in the PDF not in the reader software. This security setting deactivates the
creation of user-defined bookmarks. Any reader software which evaluates the security settings will therefore
not allow setting user-defined bookmarks. So, it is not a problem with the reader software, but with the
security settings of the PDFs. Chris B September 05, 8: Try downloading again Frank F September 06, In all
those files the security settings are the same as before - therefore not allowing to set user-defined bookmarks.
Problem is not fixed, yet. Chris B September 06, Frank F September 13, 3: Matthew K September 03, 9:
Frank F September 03, 6: Chris B September 03, 6: Chris B September 03, 8:
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4: Mutant Chronicles (1st + 2nd Editions) | RPG | RPGGeek
The Mutant Chronicles Kickstarter is a re-boot of the amazing techno-fantasy roleplaying game from the same team who
produced the successful Achtung! Cthulhu Kickstarter and award winning game designer Jay Little.

Create New The first boxed set Mutant Chronicles is a post-apocalyptic tabletop role-playing game created by
the Swedish company Target Games. It also spawned a semi-successful franchise. People go nuts and form
evil cults , the Dark Symmetry makes all sufficiently powerful computers go evil , Demonic Alien Invaders
expand their ranks with Squicky Body Horror Shop creations from cybernetic zombies and mutants of
different kinds to Godzilla-sized zombies to biomechanical Spider Tanks. If the Cartel , a body formed
especially to mediate among the MegaCorps , allows it. Most of the time, it does. The 2nd edition was
released in In the 3rd edition of the pen-and-paper RPG rules was released by Modiphius Entertainment both
on their own 2-D system and Savage Worlds , as well as a complete reboot of the spin-off Warzone: Some
Dark Legion guns use it: For humanity, the Pulse Rifle a high end gun used most often by the Doomtroopers
uses highly-explosive plasma shells for taking down small numbers of Dark Legionaires per shot. Cybertronic
often uses armor-piercing flechettes for their guns. Whoever is currently the Cardinal and his brothers are
eternally young due to their unique Art, this has since been retconned in the 3rd edition. The Immortal is a
cyborg that is over a millennia in age and was the basis of the Dark Symmetry-immune technology for
Cybertronic. Played straight in the backstory, adjusted for the Rule of Fun in the game itself. Cybertronic is a
Corporation built around cyborgs, androids, AIs and computers. Their AI-controlled war machines tend to go
berserk from time to time if you happen to roll a Critical Failure. Subverted in the 3E backstory up until the
Dark Symmetry is unleashed: AIs actually tried to prevent humanity from releasing the Dark Symmetry,
because they had collectively figured out that some unknown force was influencing humanity to do something
like that. Part this, part that. And mutants and demons too. All There in the Manual: Universe Under Siege
manual serves backstories by the bucketload, not mentioning the comic book series starring signature
characters. All supremely badass Special Forces within their respective organizations. They use AIs , which
have proven themselves to be a conduit for the Dark Symmetry , seemingly without ill effects. They
mysteriously lure employees away from other corporations. They seem to have developed some form of Mind
Control. Their contributions to the Brotherhood are token at best. But they also send plenty of their troops to
become Doomtroopers, provide other Doomtroopers with weapons, and no Cybertronic employee has ever
shown signs of following the Dark Symmetry. As of 3rd Edition, this is pretty clearly subverted. Their founder
is a Well-Intentioned Extremist who believes cybernetic evolution is the key to defeating the Dark Legion.
And I Must Scream: The Brotherhood has the Resonator Helmet and Cybertronic has the Metaphysical
Disruptor, both of which disrupts all supernatural activity, not just Dark Symmetry. Although far from
universal, Bauhaus has a lot of those. Stahler from the comic being evil beyond the usual level. Cybertronic
also goes around tomb robbing for old tech that they can improve upon. Each of these magical effects is the
pinnacle of its own discipline of the Art. On its own, the Dominus, or Mastery, of each Aspect is powerful
enough: In order to be recognized as a Keeper of the Art, any Mystic must be able to perform no less than
three of these feats at-will, and most Keepers can perform four or five. Chang Dang-Vu, the Revered Teacher,
has mastered no less than six of the Aspects of the Art, and has only declined to master Kinetics because he
considers it "vulgar". Suffice it to say, any Keeper of the Art not traveling incognito is treated with extreme
respect by those around them. The undisputed master of the Dark Symmetry patterns is Ilian. Not only can she
use the magicks unique to her faction, she is also the master of the patterns of her brother Apostles and is
actually better than them at their own magicks. Most Mecha have them. Army of Thieves and Whores: Capitol
has two flavors. The conventional flavor is the Freedom Brigades, men and women who are trading ten years
of brutal service in the most Light-forsaken hellholes in the solar system for a clean rap sheet and Capitol
citizenship. The less conventional one is the Free Marines, which is a penal battalion for highly decorated
Spec Ops veterans who for some reason have been sentenced to death, and are used mostly for suicide
missions. Whitestar has the Nameless, citizens who find that they are in an untenable situation and decide to
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dedicate their lives to becoming Super Soldiers until their death in battle, with their loved ones receiving a
generous pension in recompense. Mishima has some as well, only much less advaced or prevalent. The entire
Imperial corporation. It was Imperial explorers who broke first and later second Seals of Repulsion, triggering
the Fall of technology and the release of the five Dark Apostles. Imperial has done everything in its power to
make up for this great shame since, and are the biggest contributors to the Brotherhood and the Doomtroopers.
Big Bob Watts was a convicted military felon and was sent to the Free Marines to serve or die. Authority in
Name Only: Overlord Mishima Nagoya is in theory the head of Mishima, and as such one of the six most
powerful people alive. In practice, the only people who obey him are his ten thousand or so retainers. His only
duties are to represent Mishima in the Cartel, but everyone knows that his subordinates will just ignore any
deal he makes if it suits them, so any negotiations of importance need to be done with the Lord Heirs directly.
All armies are this. Any non-badass armies fell by the wayside centuries ago. None of which prevents him
from kicking liberal amounts of heretical butt when called upon. He also takes great joy in personally
interrogating any captives. Basically, Ryu Hayabusa as played by Sean Connery. Pushing sixty in a world
where the average life expectancy is forty. Personal assassin of the most powerful man alive. Harsh but fair
mentor and father figure to a small army of trainee assassins The Revered Teacher Chang Dang-Vu is the most
revered of the Keepers of the Art, a small, apple-cheeked perpetually smiling man who can return the dead to
life, predict the future centuries in advance, treat the elemental forces of nature as his playthings and tear tanks
to shreds with his bare hands. He gets bonus points for being an actual grandpa too, having been married three
times and having eight adult children and about two dozen grandkids he dotes on. Badass in a Nice Suit:
Cartel Field Agents from the original Warzone sported suits, and the heretic corporate raider John Baptiste
from Warzone: Resurrection wears one as well. Brotherhood Revisors and Bauhaus Quality Control operatives
like the style too. Brotherhood elite units, like Inquisitors, usually have clerical robes over their armor. Bad
Powers, Bad People: No exceptions, Dark Symmetry kills any good qualities. The unique necrotank
Annihilator carries and supplies troops, has a number of helipads, and LOTS of guns. Ancients and their
Guardians, who sealed the Dark Legion away and severely weakened it in modern times-just enough for
humanity to stand a fighting chance. Imperial Wolfbanes regularly carry claymores into battle, and their scout
vehicles come with sword-racks. The Imperials claim that the swords protect them from the Dark Symmetry,
and they may very well be right. Nepharites serving Algeroth love huge swords, and their inhuman size and
strength allows them to put them to good use. Thankfully it needs proxies to do anything. However, they tend
to spit out very large numbers of very heavy bits of lead very quickly. This means the highest damage output
and highest cost to buy. Black and Grey Morality: Dark Symmetry, the secret arts and philosophy of the Dark
Legion, and very sadistic. Blade on a Stick: Halberds and spears are often used by Mishima and Dark Legion
forces. In the latter case, with chainsaws. Dark Legion is rife with this. Heretic Corruptors, Metropolitan
Prophets and Cairaths to name a few. Resurrection, you can have your Cultists play a Body Horror Russian
roulette. If they eat enough, they develop further into the intelligent Hive Queen form Some Dark Legion
weapons like the Metacannon use unholy energy rather than bullets, resulting in unlimited ammo. The
Annihilator necrotank carries so much ammo that it gets a rule where dice rolls are made to see if an "empty"
gun needs to be reloaded and only requires a reload on a failed roll. It gets 50 reloads, but more can be
manufactured internally after a battle and the Annihilator is constantly being re-supplied by nearby citadels.
Cybertronic does this a lot when ensuring employee loyalty from people who use the type of XLR 8 that
leaves emotion intact. Algeroth Genius Bruiser version; he represents all aspects of war, including strategy and
technology. His arm of the Dark Legion is also by far the most numerous and diverse. Brotherhood Inquisitors
use flamethrowers Vince Diamond used to be a Bauhaus soldier, then he died and Cybertronic got a hold of
his corpse. After resurrecting him and bit of body modification surgery, Vince is stronger than ever.
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5: Mutant Chronicles 3rd Edition Roleplaying Game - Modiphius | Mutant Chronicles | www.enganchecuban
Positioning and Background "Mutant - ett action rollspel i en mÃ¶rk framtid" is a Swedish language RPG published in by
Target Games AB. It is a follow on product to another RPG published in by Ã„ventyrsspel also called Mutant (referred to
as "Old Mutant), which is somewhat different in setting and mood.

Story[ edit ] The game takes place in a distant future where the Earth has long since been depleted of natural
resources and abandoned. Humanity has spread to the worlds of Venus , Mars , Mercury , Luna the first
settlement following the exodus from Earth , and the Asteroid Belt. Since the exodus from Earth the
traditional nation-states of the world have merged into five huge megacorporations: Bauhaus, styled after the
culture of continental Europe , the American -influenced Capitol, the Japanese -themed Mishima, the British
-inspired Imperial, and the ultra-secretive, ambiguous, high-tech wielding Cybertronic, all of whom use
private military forces to fight for resources. Luna the Moon itself is considered to be neutral ground and is
home to the massive city-state known as Luna City. The other major power of this universe is the
Brotherhood, a fanatical religious organization formed to meet the threat of the Dark Legion, an ancient evil
comprising five "Dark Apostles" and their horde of hideous mutants and undead. The Dark Legion commands
the most powerful armies of the solar system, including Legionnaires, resurrected corpses of fallen Megacorp
heroes and footsoldiers alike; Necromutants, hideously modified humanoids; Centurions, the lethal lieutenants
of the Dark Legion; and Nepharites, fearsome, towering behemoths of unimaginable power. The reign of the
Dark Legion began as mankind set foot on Nero, a fictional tenth planet beyond the orbit of Pluto, where they
discovered a citadel. As they entered, the Imperial Conquistadors â€” a group of interplanetary explorers â€”
accidentally broke the First Seal Of Repulsion, a thin ring of salt spread around the citadel. Inside, a
mysterious iron plate was found, and as it was touched, the Dark Legion was brought to our dimension, and
along with it, the Dark Symmetry. The Dark Symmetry prevents computers, "thinking engines", and other
electronic devices from functioning reliably, if at all, and initially caused complete chaos, and then a forced
adaptation of the technology used by mankind. Thus the first Corporate wars began. Only through the
Brotherhood and its first Cardinal, Nathaniel Durand were the corporations pulled under one banner, driving
the Dark Legion and Dark Symmetry back to the void where it came from. This however cost Nathaniel
Durand his life as he fought and defeated Algeroth, the field commander of all of the Dark Legion and the
master of Dark Technology. Dark Legion resurfaces as a millennium passes, old edicts to keep the evil at bay
are broken and Megacorps begin the 2nd Corporate wars. Yet again Nero is explored and Dark Symmetry is
unleashed. It was also during the period of year peace that Cybertronic surfaced and was first to break one of
the edicts; Human must not create or use machines that think like man. Editions[ edit ] Target Games
published the two first editions of the game in and respectively. Spin-offs[ edit ] Doomtrooper , a collectible
card game where the players commands warriors, magic and resources against their opponents. Dark Eden , a
second collectible card game designed by Bryan Winter based on the tribes remaining on planet Earth.
Genesis, an expansion set, was never released. A trilogy of three novels set in this universe were published by
Penguin Books to boost the franchise and widen the perspective of the role-players. The Siege of the Citadel is
a board game where players fight their way through a citadel filled with monsters from the Dark Legion. Fury
of the Clansmen and Blood Berets are two-player board games where players or teams of players could
recreate battles between Imperial troops and the Dark Legion. Acclaim Comics published a set of five
Golgotha comics in Issue 5 was a source book with minimal info about some of the characters from the
comics. Each of the comics came packaged with one of four promotional cards for the Doomtrooper CCG.
Written by William King with art by Davide Fabbri and others, [7] Fantasy Flight Games published a
collectible miniatures game set in the Mutant Chronicles universe and was released in August Mutant
Chronicles , an independent film directed by Simon Hunter.
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6: Mutant Chronicles (Tabletop Game) - TV Tropes
Attention Chroniclers! The Third Directorate needs your support. If you have signed up for the Mutant Chronicles Living
Campaign, you should receive an email directing you to the feedback page.

The PCs are descendants of survivors, in a feudal Scandinavia that is slowly rebuilding. The rules are based on
3rd ed Drakar och Demoner, with new rules for mental powers and mutations instead of magic. The 2nd
edition kept the rules but converted it to a generic cyberpunk RPG without any post-apocalyptic aspect. The
Heirs of the Apocalypse". It returns to the post-apocalyptic world of the first edition, with some changes. The
rules have been simplified and streamlined. This game was in turn the predecessor to Mutant Chronicles
published in in Swedish and in English by Target Games, which was termed a techno-fantasy RPG and
combines retro-tech, horror, film noir and military adventure. Physical appearance The RPG comes in a small,
black box, 20 x 25 x 3 cm in dimension. It contains two slim stable bound, black and white books with black
cover, a table booklet and four dice d4, d6, d8, d The text is laid-out in two columns with sideway chapter
headings taking a whole column. The timeline explains how the current state of the world came to pass, via
the deterioration of society, nations and natural environment, the expansion into space, the rise of the
corporations, a conflict between the corporations fought in space which marked the end of the space age and
the rule of the space based corporations, the rise of the earth based remaining corporations in the cities, the rise
of mutants in the forbidden zones outside of the cities, and finally nuclear holocaust caused by ill programmed
computers. The current state in can be described as follows: Most of the population is gathered in enormous
mega cities with star scrapers, which are ruled by mega corporations and street gangs. The forbidden zones are
destroyed and contaminated regions where mutants live. In the twilight lands, farmers, nomads and mutants
live. The character generation follows seven steps: Psi-mutants look like normal humans and fit snugly into
the city-society, but possess special mental powers and are physically weaker than normal humans. Robots are
synthetic life-forms with an artificial intelligence and serve a certain master. Finally, the mutants are
physically changed and possess several advantageous and disadvantageous mutations. They can originate from
human or animal stock, but are always anthropomorphic. There are seven basic capabilities strength,
intelligence, personality, agility, size, constitution, mental strength. Their values normally range from 3 to 18
and are generated by dice rolls, using several d6 and modifiers, based on the chosen class. Humans get the
well known 3d6 based bell curved ability range, whereas mutants are physically stronger but mentally weaker
etc. Based on the basic capabilities, derived capabilities like damage bonus, body points, and movement are
calculated. Handedness, age and starting money are also to be determined, partially randomly partially by
choice. All characters have a former profession, which can be chosen from eight alternatives street kid,
criminal, mercenary, metro police, nomad, reporter, SVOT, technician , if certain requirements concerning the
values of the basic capabilities are met. Robots are special and have to choose their type labour, combat,
security instead of a profession. Starting cybernetic equipment if any is determined by a die roll. Depending
on the choice, commitments and debts for equipment vary. There are two kinds of mutations: Psi-mutants and
mutants possess a randomly determined number of mental and physical mutations as well as mental and
physical defects. The kind of mutation or defect is determined by roll of d for every mutation or defect gained.
There are 25 mental and 25 physical mutations, 11 mental defects and 8 physical defects. The number and
kind of starting cybernetic and robotic equipment is determined by the chosen profession a die rolls. Items
include augmented hearing and sight, cyber jack, weapons, cosmetic cybernetics. Success is determined with a
d roll-under roll, there are also perfect successes and fumbles. Professional skills or better skill value increases
are bought with background points, which are determined by intelligence and age of the character. Skills are
divided in general skills 18 skills and combat skills 9 skills. Skill value improvement is possible via training,
which costs time and money, or actual use. Determination of name, background and starting equipment.
Combat is round based and is handled in 7 phases: The chance of success of an attack is determined by the
respective combat skill and modifications. Successful attacks can be dodged by the attacked character.
Damage is determined by the weapon used. There are rules for different weapons, armours, non weapon
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related damage, healing and fumbles. The game master chapter explains what a game master is, what his tasks
are, how to handle game time and movement, how to structure a gaming session or campaign as well how to
create adventures and campaigns. The world chapter describes the main regions of the world in cities, twilight
lands and space and means of transportations. Regarding cities, their general make up, the role of corporations,
police forces, street gangs, the role of mutants, leisure activities, work and income, slums, means of
communication, drugs and money are shortly discussed. Regarding the twilight lands, communities like farms,
mutant villages and external production facilities and enclaves, different areas like forbidden zones, woods
and seas as well as the climate and relicts are touched upon. The short bestiary lists a few examples of more or
less dangerous beings and rules on the creation of more critters. The technology chapter gives an overview on
weapons, amours, vehicles, energy, medicine, cybernetics and robotics as well as some other issues.
7: MMORPG Games List - www.enganchecubano.com
Find great deals on eBay for mutant chronicles rpg. Shop with confidence.

8: Mutant Chronicles 3rd Edition
From the Modiphius Entertainment press release Mutant Chronicles takes you on a full throttle dieselpunk sci-fi ride
through a solar system beset by corporate intrigue and the invasion of a terrible dark alien force.

9: Mutant Chronicles 3rd Ed. RPG by Chris Birch, Modiphius â€” Kickstarter
The official Mutant Chronicles Gamesmaster Screen is a high quality four panel gatefold GM screen View full product
details â†’ Mutant Chronicles Universal Index Â£ GBP.
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